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Schedule  
 
ISSTA’s programme of events takes place on October 31st and November 1st. 
 
Venue: CIT Cork School of Music

 

THU 
Oct 31 

Event Location Details 

08.30 Registration and 
tea/coffee 

Foyer 
 

09.45  Welcome Doolan Room (217) 
 

10.00  Paper session 1 
 

Theme: Algorithms & Interfaces 
 

Paper session 1(a) Doolan Room (217) 
 

 Paper session 1(b) Lecture Room (213)  

11:00  Tea/Coffee – Visit 
Installations 

Foyer, Live Room. 
 

12.00 Concert 1 Stack Theatre (Ground 
Floor) 

 

13:00 Lunch 
  

13:45 Visit Installations  Foyer, Live Room (149) 
 

14:45  Paper session 2 
 

Theme: Music Technology & 
Education 

 Paper session 2(a) Doolan Room (217)  

 Paper session 2(b) Lecture Room (213)  

16:30 Workshop / Q&A 
with ELLLL  

Stack Theatre (Ground 
Floor) 

Constructing / Deconstructing tracks 
in Ableton Live 

18:30 Reception  Foyer 
 

19:45  Concert 2 Stack Theatre (Ground 
Floor) 

 

22:00 Social El Fenix 
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10:00 Paper session 3 
 

Theme:  Acoustic Ecology 
& Sound Art 

 Paper session 3(a) Doolan Room  (217)  

 Paper session 3(b) Lecture Room (213)  

11:30  Coffee break Foyer 
 

12.00  Concert 3 Stack Theatre (Ground Floor) 
 

13.30 Lunch 
  

15:00 Keynote  
with Robert Henke 

Stack Theatre (Ground Floor) Talking with machines   

16:30 ISSTA AGM Doolan Room 
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Robert Henke  

Curtis Auditorium Performance of DUST 

23:00 
doors 

ELLLL Cyprus Avenue (Caroline 
Street approx. 10 minutes 
walk from CSM) 
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support from Cork Sound 
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Festival/Conference Theme: PERFORM! 
 
Performance haunts our electronic music and sonic arts. The technologies which 
facilitate our sonic creations transmit, but also sometimes obscure, the gestures of 
our sound production. Speakers, microphones and interfaces could be said to 
displace as they transmit or transduce. How much of the electronic music we hear is 
performed? How have our technologies changed our ideas of performance? 

In the post-digital age, we often see an intermingling of technologies, terminologies 
and approaches, encompassing electroacoustic/computer/electronic music and 
sound-art. The terminology and descriptors are now becoming irrevocably entangled 
as a surge of new performers rise amidst the deluge of new hardware and software 
tools. As this cross–pollination occurs, the so-called cultural underground that 
originally supported this music appears to be very much ‘overground’ and alive, 
peddling its wares (equipment as well as music) with increasing prolificacy and 
achieving ever–increasing globalised acceptance. Should a new language be invented 
to define and discuss this music, or should the existing one be augmented? Or 
should we simply stop, listen, and enjoy the performance? 

In 2019, ISSTA is hosted by the CIT Cork School of Music. The small city centre is 
teeming with live music performances, from gigs in small venues and pubs to regular 
festivals that welcome thousands of visitors to the city. Its musical history is rich in 
diversity. In the 21st century the City has experienced a musical renaissance and 
today Cork has a wide array of active promoters and venues. 

About ISSTA 
The Irish Sound, Science and Technology Association is an organisation that brings 
together practitioners integrating fields of music, art, sound, science and technology. 
It serves musicians, researchers, scientists, engineers and artists by promoting sound 
within the arts, science and technology, within Irish and international communities. 
Since 2010 ISSTA has hosted an annual conference, gathering researchers from 
around the globe to present papers, installations, concerts and workshops.  
Founding President: Dr Kerry Hagan  
Founding Vice–President: Dr Tony Langlois. 
 
ISSTA Board, 2018/19 
Dr Brian Bridges (Ulster University), President 
Dr Jenn Kirby (University of West of Scotland), Vice–President 
Dr Robin Parmar (University of Limerick), Treasurer 
Dr Rob Casey (Ulster University), Secretary 
Dr Stephen Roddy (Trinity College Dublin), Web  
Dr Róisín Loughran (Dundalk IT), PR  
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ISSTA 2019 Keynotes & 
Performers 
 
Robert Henke (aka Monolake, co-
creator of Ableton Live) 
 
Robert Henke is a composer, artist and 
software developer, mainly known for his 
contributions to electronic music and for his 
laser works.His audiovisual installations are 
based on self written software and explore a 
fragile balance between determination and 
chance operations to create complex 
behaviours and endless variations in 
expression. His musical work oscillates 
between ambient, contemporary music and 
club. His long term project Monolake became 
one of the key icons of a new electronic club 
culture emerging in Berlin after the fall of the 
Wall. He is one of the main creators of 
Ableton Live, a software which became the 
standard for music production and completely 
redefined performance of electronic music. He 
writes and lectures about the creative use of 
computers and held teaching positions at 
CCRMA/Stanford University, at IRCAM, and 
the Studio National des Arts Contemporains - 
Le Fresnoy, in Lille, France.His works have 
been presented at Tate Modern in London, 
Centre Pompidou in Paris, Palazzo delle 
Esposizioni in Rome, Le Lieu Unique in Nantes, 
PS-1 in New York, MUDAM in Luxembourg, 
MAK in Vienna, Palazzo Grassi in Venice, Art 
Gallery of New South Wales in Australia, KW 
Institute for Contemporary Art in Berlin, STRP 
Biennale in Eindhoven, and on countless 
festivals including Unsound, CTM, MUTEK, 
Sonar, New Forms Festival. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Ellen King (aka ELLLL, founder of the 
GASH Collective) 
 
Irish born, Berlin based producer and DJ with 
a unique approach to bass, techno and off 
kilter club music. ELLLL has carved out a 
distinctive voice thanks to sets and 
production's laced with breaks, abstract 
experimentation, disjointed techno and bass 
heavy club.  
 
2019 has seen ELLLL release three new EP’s, 
including ‘FEBREEZE’ on Dublin’s First Second 
Label, exploring shimmering melodic motifs 
and gliding breakbeats, ‘CONFECTIONARY’ on 
Glacial Industries, an EP showcasing left field, 
icy, percussive drum tracks, and most 
recently, ‘GLISTEN’, on Spain’s Paralaxe 
Edition label, juxtaposing ethereal orchestral 
loops and sonorous, booming kicks. 

 
 
 

ISSTA 2019 Organising 
Committee and Conference 
Team 
Conference Chair: Hugh McCarthy, Senior 
Lecturer, CIT Cork School of Music (CSM) 
 
Co-chairs: Simon MacHale and Roddy 
O’Keeffe, CIT Cork School of Music 
Chairs of Music track: Roddy O’Keeffe (CSM) 
and Dr Jenn Kirby (UWS and ISSTA) 
Chairs of Paper track: Simon MacHale (CSM), 
Dr Stephen Roddy (TCD and ISSTA) 
 
Technical: Aoife Cahill, Barry Quealy, and 
Keith Clancy (CSM) 
 
Thanks to Dr Niall Smith, Head of Research, 
CIT; Maria Judge, Head of Department, 
Musicianship and Academic Studies, CIT; 
Aiveen Kearney, Head of CIT Cork School of 
Music; Gerard Donovan, Head of Faculty, 
Business and Humanities, CIT; Elizabeth 
O’Carroll Twomey, Research Office, CIT; 
Evelyn O’Sullivan, Cork Convention Bureau 
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Paper Session 1(a)    
Thursday 31st October 10am  Doolan Room (217) 
Algorithms and Interfaces 
 
Lewis Smith    Ulster University 
Exploring The Morphology Of Matter And Space As An Inclusive Performance System 
Using Immersive Technology. 
 
Manoli Moriaty   University of Salford 
Interspecific Interactions: modes of interactivity between sound and movement in 
collaborative performance 
 
 

Lewis Smith   Ulster University 

 
Exploring The Morphology Of Matter And Space As An Inclusive Performance 
System Using Immersive Technology. 
 
‘If music cognition is embodied in a musically meaningful way, in the flesh of 
experience, then we ought to be able to specify just how this occurs. One way begins 
in imitation of musical sounds and of the physical exertions that produce them.’ (Cox, 
2016) 
In this presentation an immersive performance system for inclusive music making is 
discussed. The metaphors used within music often refer to time, space, motion and 
morphology. As Mark Johnson explains ‘our experience of a bit of music shares 
something with our experience of seeing objects move in physical space’ (Johnson, 
2007) or ‘changing musical sound may be conceptualised via a wide range of physical 
source domains’ (Adlington, 2003) 
The performance system discussed here explores a physical and embodied 
connection between the morphology of three dimensional objects within a virtual 
environment, and musical performance or experience. In particular, I look at how 
visual texture, the use of haptics and corresponding treatments of sonorities 
attached to three dimensional models within virtual reality can allow us to create 
performance systems allowing musicians with and without disabilities to perform 
complex music. 
 
In detail, I discuss a prototype performance system built using the Unity 3D game 
engine and the texture details that are exposed in Unity’s API. In Unity’s GUI these 
come in the form of materials created using texture maps they call the ‘Normal, and 
‘Height’ maps among others but these two are the textures that I use to create this 
performance system. Using SteamVR, the system allows the performer to reach out, 
touch, interact, feel and affect musical properties through their interaction and 
experience of an object’s physical qualities. 
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This presentation also briefly discusses the use of these ideas as part of the inaugural 
concert of the Open Youth Orchestra of Ireland (OYOI). It discusses the virtual 
environment as a narrative leading the OYOI through participatory compositional 
practices and the creation of sonorities. It looks at the discussions with performers in 
the creation of a large work using ‘Conductology' (an improvisational gesture system 
devisedby Dr Denise White) within the ‘real’ world and led by the changing virtual 
world. 
 
 

Manoli Moriaty  University of Salford 

 
Interspecific Interactions: modes of interactivity between sound and movement in 
collaborative performance 
 
Collaboration between practitioners expressing through the mediums of sound and 
movement is an approach spanning a long history, with more recent endeavours 
giving rise to technologies through which the two media can interact. From 
photoresistors and proximity antennae triggering tape players in Variations V by 
John Cage and Merce Cunningham, to the employment of AI and biophysical Gesture 
Recognition Technologies (GRT) by Marco Donnarumma and Margherita Pevere in 
Eingeweide, such practices exist in the intersection between arts and technology, 
advancing the development of bespoke systems facilitating interaction between 
sound and movement. As well as creative manifestations, the emergent 
transdisciplinary field has produced a wealth of research on technology, interface 
design, and creative implementations, with a particular focus on expressing sound 
through movement. However, less gravity is placed on collaborative perspectives; 
the different roles of each performer in operating an interface, level of technological 
understanding, and organising the modes of operation in respect to determining 
outcomes. Drawing insight from my collaborative practice as well as contemporary 
precedents, I posit a framework of interaction strategies informed by symbiosis. The 
biological phenomenon describes the close and persistent interactions between 
organisms of distinct species, with its different types – mutualism, commensalism, 
and parasitism – determined according to each engaged organism’s fitness outcome. 
Having previously developed an adaptive multimodal framework for collaborative 
process based on symbiosis, here I focus on outcome; examining current systems 
enabling interaction between sound and movement through the context of the 
symbiotic types provides a set of strategies for organising the modes of interaction 
from the perspective of each practitioner. The biological notion of fitness outcome is 
interpreted as the level of expressive range allocated to each performer and their 
respective medium, while also correlating to the level of determinacy from the score 
and choreography: from a mutualistic improvisation of indeterminate result, to a 
precisely determined parasitic performance. The symbiotic framework coalesces a 
broad spectrum of interactive technologies and their respective principles of 
operation into three distinct modes of interaction, thus facilitating an efficient 
approach in designing interactive systems, and communicating these within 
collaborative environments. 
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Paper Session 1(b)   
Thursday 31st October 10am  Lecture Room (213) 
Algorithms and Interfaces 
 
 
Richard Molloy   University College Cork 
'Transfunctionality': Continuing the tradition of Expanded Instrument Systems  
 
Jeffrey Weeter    University College Cork 
CAVE - designing performance with a digital art ensemble 
 
 

Richard Molloy   
School of Film, Music and Theatre University College Cork 
 
'Transfunctionality': Continuing the tradition of Expanded Instrument Systems  
 
My PhD in music composition explored a compositional approach I referred to as 
'Transfunctionality', where traditional acoustic instruments were paired with 
'Expanded Instrument Systems' (EIS). These technological peripherals allowed 
performers access to sonic expression in a live setting that would be inaccessible by 
other means. I've sought to classify such performance technologies not as 'add-ons' 
or 'performance elements', but as integral parts of that which is considered to be the 
'instrument'. This aesthetic consideration has led me to work closely with musicians 
to create EIS that offer musically meaningful live interactions.  
 
Writing music for EIS is labour intensive, niche and a challenging musical balance to 
achieve. This convergence of the classical musician and performance software is 
perhaps unduly rare in today's concert halls. While seeing my work through to 
completion I've found myself pitted against barriers of both practicality and 
perception. The interplay between software and acoustic instrument can be 
fascinatingly varied, with both elements potentially serving to inform the other. This 
paper aims to highlight the challenges, considerations and many missteps of my own 
forays into software design for the classical musician.  
 
I begin by discussing three of my pieces for flute, trombone and string quartet, and 
how working with an EIS can shape one's scoring technique and may necessitate 
unconventional approaches to written music. After this, I detail my work with cello 
and how technology can alleviate some of the constraints placed on the composer 
by the actual physical limitations of an instrument. Finally, I discuss my EIS for 
cymbals, that sees the percussionist enter a new functional realm through a careful 
pairing of software and acoustic sound. Each section features audio examples and 
insight into the compositional process. All of the musical examples are discussed in 
terms of player interaction, practicality, software design and sonic qualities.  
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Jeffrey Weeter  
School of Film, Music and Theatre University College Cork 
 
CAVE - designing performance with a digital art ensemble 
 
In this paper I will discuss the founding and progression of University College Cork’s 
groundbreaking digital arts performance ensemble, CAVE (Cork Audio Visual 
Ensemble) . The research surrounding the ensemble has focused on three areas: 
developing/composing works for performance with technology; developing 
pedagogy around music technology and group learning; and designing new musical 
interfaces for digital art performances.  
 
The ensemble’s outward focus is on performing and creating contemporary audio-
visual compositions. The ensemble has had the opportunity to perform at a number 
of national and international venues. Aesthetically, through both performance and 
creative practice, CAVE seeks to explore the relationship between the physical 
(carbon-based) and the digital (silicon-based) worlds. Part of CAVE’s mission is to 
seek out the challenging intersections of data, art, and performance. Out of these 
intersections emerges an aesthetic leaning toward a better understanding of how 
we shape our world. This is accomplished through both visualizing and sonifying the 
data and audio-visual media collected and musically manipulated by the ensemble. 
CAVE strives to challenge what is known and relates its findings to the world through 
creative expression. 
 
The ensemble is also designed to provide a challenging and creative learning 
environment for both BA and MA students. A wide variety of topics are covered as 
part of CAVE membership, from tackling basic electronics and computer 
programming to developing active listening and ensemble performance techniques.  
Over the last five years, multiple performance controllers and instruments have 
been developed, fabricated and subsequently used in live performances. One focus 
of these controllers has been on removing the visual interface from the typical 
laptop/computer music setup, allowing the performers to focus on sound and 
gesture. Over time, some designs have proven more effective than others, and I’ll 
discuss this process, analysing what has proven most effective through these 
experiences, in addition to what is currently in development. 
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Paper Session 2(a)  
Thursday 31st October 2.45pm  Doolan Room (217) 
Music Technology & Education 
 
Erik Nyström    City, University of London  
TTexton Mirrors: Machine learning and topographic synthesis in spatial texture 
performance 
 
John C.S. Keston   University of St. Thomas, Minnesota 
IGNIEUS: [I]cono[G]raphic [N]otation for [I]mprovised [E]lectronic M[US]ic 
 
John D'Arcy    Queen's University Belfast 
First Steps into Someone Else’s Ears:  The initial activities of Do You Hear What I 
Hear?   
 
 
 

Erik Nyström,   City, University of London  

 
TTexton Mirrors: Machine learning and topographic synthesis in spatial texture 
performance 
 
The paper presents a methodology for composition and performance of 
multichannel computer music, showing how the author’s work Texton Mirrors uses 
machine learning and machine listening to structure generative processes around 
performance, along with purpose-built algorithms for distributing the control of 
synthesis processes spatially. Inspired by philosophy of technology and posthumanist 
discourse (e.g., Stiegler 1998, Hayles 1999, Barad 2006, Braidotti 2013), the 
approach here seeks to create a synthetic sound ecology that blurs distinctions 
between the ‘natural’, ‘human’, and ‘technological’ in a form of ‘technomorphology’ 
where human agency is always mediated through, and distorted by, a mirror of 
computational elaborations. In composition terms, the approach may be framed as a 
free attempt to apply some of the principles of Horacio Vaggione’s ‘micromontage’ 
(Roads 2005, Budon 2000), model of composition in an interactive live context, using 
an amalgam of human and computer agency to compose sound on multiple 
temporal and spatial scales. In Texton Mirrors, the performer composes texture by 
interfacing with these dimensions of textural structure in an embodied and situated 
manner (Armstrong 2006). The central element is self-organised classification of 
‘textons’ – distinct spatial microsounds which articulate space in clusters (Julesz 
1981, Nyström 2011). Machine learning of both unsupervised and supervised types 
are used to classify, generate, and match sound, creating a system where performer 
and computer create an evolving 3D pointillist image together. Spatial distributions 
are performed through ‘topographic synthesis’, employing the author’s Parameter 
Distribution SuperCollider library for spatial synthesis. The discussion aims to show 
how some structural and sonic characteristics are coded into the work beforehand, 
whilst simultaneously allowing for full temporal and spatial variability and the 
emergence of new structures in performance.  
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John C.S. Keston MFA  University of St. Thomas, Minnesota 
 
IGNIEUS: [I]cono[G]raphic [N]otation for [I]mprovised [E]lectronic M[US]ic 
 
Much of what electronic musicians compose and improvise is impossible to score 
using traditional musical notation. This paper/presentation will explore a few 
alternatives to traditional scoring techniques including iconographic systems, 
animation, and generative scores. These systems provide direction for improvising 
musicians while encouraging them to draw from their own musical backgrounds and 
timbral palettes. A generative score might be prepared to animate graphical objects 
that include aleatoric elements alongside predetermined factors. For example, the 
color, types of objects, and timing might be predetermined while the size, speed, 
and number of objects are randomized. An iconographic system may include 
recognizable icons arranged in a timeline for a musician or ensemble to interpret. 
 
IGNIEUS is one such system that I developed specifically for electronic music 
improvisation. It works like a sequencer for the artist’s brain. The system consists of 
icons or gestures that apply to electronic music making hardware devices or 
software including synthesizers, samplers, sequencers, drum machines, and signal 
processors. Not every icon will apply to every device, and many devices will have 
features that are not represented in the system. IGNIEUS can be expanded by adding 
new icons extending the language to support techniques such as electroacoustic 
music, modular sound synthesis, or modular video synthesis. 
 
By design, IGNIEUS does not produce any sound of its own, and it does not include 
icons for note frequencies or durations as traditional notation does. Neither are 
tempi nor time signatures represented. Instead the notation applies to techniques 
familiar to electronic instruments or platforms that feature the ability to sequence, 
synchronize, synthesize, sample, and/or process sound. This makes the system an 
easy and accessible way to guide and organize improvised electronic music. To try 
IGNIEUS please visit https://IGNIE.US. 
 
 

 
John D'Arcy   Queen's University Belfast 
 
First Steps into Someone Else’s Ears:  The initial activities of Do You Hear What I 
Hear?   
 
Do You Hear What I Hear (DYHWIH) is an interdisciplinary project that aims to 
explore how diversity in auditory sensory experiences might be shared through 
technologically-assisted arts performances.  The project incorporates participatory 
performance and augmented-reality audio in an investigation of aural empathy.  
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The presentation will cover the project’s origins; share influential work by other 
artists and organisations; document the initial activities of DYHWIH; consider the 
ethics of ‘trying on someone else’s ears’; and forecast some potential future 
outcomes of the project within the fields of musical performance, community 
engagement, and healthcare training.   
 
The key premise of DYHWIH emanated from The Unheard (2017), an 
autobiographical theatre piece written by Vanessa Haynes, with sound design by the 
author.  Following the diagnosis and treatment of Haynes’s hearing loss and tinnitus, 
the performer’s live voice is manipulated and amplified through mixed approaches 
on both headphones and loudspeakers in attempt to communicate the protagonist’s 
hearing experience in contrasting everyday listening situations. 
 
Subsequently, the author developed DYHWIH as a platform to explore sensory 
differences using audio technologies within in a broader context of participatory live 
performance scenarios.  In addition to hearing loss and tinnitus, DYHWIH seeks to 
consider other hearing modes such as cochlear implant and animal hearing, as well 
as ‘hypothetical ears’.  Thus far these simulations have been explored in intimate 
demonstrations and performances where participants wear individual headphones 
receiving live processed audio signals from handheld smartphones hosting a bespoke 
app.   Participants are engaged in small group conversations with provocations to 
consider the characteristics of changes to their perception of the auditory scene.   
The framework for these interactive scenarios stems from the author’s ongoing 
practice in participative text- and song-based performance, laying a foundation for 
the consideration of vocalisation, active listening, game-play and improvisation 
within the future activities of DYHWIH.   
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Paper Session 2(b)  
Thursday 31st October 2.45pm  Lecture Room (213) 
Music Technology & Education 
 
Joseph Murphy   Dundalk Institute of Technology 
A Composers Compendium: Creating an Open Educational Resource for Overcoming 
Obstacles & Improving Simulations with the Sampled Orchestra 
 
Mike Glennon    TU Dublin 
Dub, Disco, Glitch: The Reified Recording & Strategies of De-Control 
 
 
 

Joseph Murphy  Dundalk Institute of Technology 

 
A Composers Compendium: Creating an Open Educational Resource for 
Overcoming Obstacles & Improving Simulations with the Sampled Orchestra 
 
With the use of virtual and sampled orchestral instruments increasing exponentially 
across many different areas of music creation, so too has the amount of available 
information and instructive material relating to the practice. Increasingly however, 
much of the more comprehensive or in-depth information is becoming monetised or 
only made available through paid online courses, subscription services or private 
videos. Furthermore, given the disparate and wide-ranging formats that relevant 
information can be disseminated through (e.g. online articles, streaming videos, 
forums, etc.), users can have difficulty finding solutions to problems that can be 
encountered with the practice. This issue can be further compounded by the 
continual growth and development of the technology concerned, or available 
information relating only to specific pieces of software or platforms and not others.  
 
This paper features the presentation of a body of work which therefore sought to 
produce a repository of tips, tricks and techniques aimed at improving simulations 
using sample-based instruments and overcoming or mitigating some of the 
limitations of the practice. With a primary focus on orchestral instruments and 
ensembles, and thus referred to as a sampled orchestra compendium, the work was 
organised under several disciplines relating to aspects such as instrument 
performances and articulations, spatialisation, mixing, and MIDI programming.   
 
The content and areas of focus for the compendium were shaped through carrying 
out various stages of informal studies, wide ranging research gathering and practical 
applications. In keeping with the principles of Open Educational Resources (OERs), 
the work is hosted online and is free to access, designed to be continually 
updateable, and can be contributed to by any user of the website. Additionally, any 
information contained in the compendium does not pertain to any specific software, 
products or platforms and is accompanied by a second repository providing external 
links to free relevant plug-ins and resources. 
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Mike Glennon  TU Dublin 

 
Dub, Disco, Glitch: The Reified Recording & Strategies of De-Control 
 
Adorno utilises the term ‘reification’ to describe a range of effects, emerging from 
sound recording and intensified by the structure and practices of the music and 
media industries, which, he suggests, serve to homogenise listening and creative 
practice, heighten hierarchical structures within the same and which deprive music 
of its productive capacity. This paper explores Adorno’s concept of reification in 
relation to the contemporary musical landscape and addresses its relevance in 
relation to recent trends in how we listen to, or consume music, such as the rise of 
streaming and playlist culture and the vinyl revival. It goes on to discuss how the 
genres of dub, disco and glitch developed a sequence of practices that act upon 
recorded sound in its commodity form and, in so doing, challenge the reification, 
commodity status, hierarchies and finality of recorded music. Finally it addresses 
how my own practice seeks to develop a creative vocabulary informed by these 
processes of reification and rupture and attempts to locate new narratives, meaning 
and productive capacity within pre-recorded material, via reference to the 
compositional strategies employed in the piece Everything, Everywhere, All The 
Time. This long form work utilises source material which references moments of 
technological breakthrough in the history of recorded music: the ability to transcribe 
music in textual or pictorial form, or to convert sound to digital data, and uses these 
to create an audio work that reflects upon the history of recorded sound and the 
contemporary listening environment. The musical quotes or samples featured within 
this work are fragmented and multi-layered. They are paired often with electronic or 
electromagnetic sound. The message they send is dissonant and disorientating. As 
such, I suggest, the work reflects the contemporary listening environment and the 
current status of the archive of recorded sound. 
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Paper Session 3(a)  
Friday November 1st 10am  Doolan Room (217) 
Acoustic Ecology and Sound 
 
Johan Malmstedt   University of Gothenburg. 
Performing the Future of Natural Sounds: A Case Study of Two Approaches to 
Natural Sound Documents  
 
Dr Sebastiane Hegarty  Solent University  
Tapping the air: on ghosts, landscape and technology 
 
Cárthach Ó Nuanáin   Melodrive Inc.  
Infinite Theft: Reflections on the State of the Art in Musaicing, Plunderphonics and 
Concatenative Sound Synthesis 
 
 

Johan Malmstedt 
Department of Literature, History of Ideas, and Religion at the University of 
Gothenburg. 
 
Performing the Future of Natural Sounds: A Case Study of Two Approaches to 
Natural Sound Documents  
 
This paper examines the significance of performance and creativity in natural sound 
documents. By looking at new and emerging approaches to the archiving of natural 
sounds, in contrast to the established practices of Bioacoustics, the aim is to explore 
alternative ways of conceptualising sonic nature. In the analysis I study two separate 
approaches which both question the objectivism of Bioacoustics and in turn 
emphasise the communicative and creative aspects of the document. The practice of 
post-natural field recording or simply “dark acoustics”, have unfolded largely as a 
form of critique of the practice of Bioacoustics and Acoustic Ecology alike. The work 
exemplified by artists like Francisco López and David Michael challenges conceptions 
of sound and nature by stressing the significance of both the technology and the 
audience. A different sense of creativity is demonstrated in the emerging field of 
synthetic sound representations. The NASA Space Sounds project have today a 
growing library of digital representation of astral bodies and through such devices as 
the Stanford based Wavesolver, scientists are rapidly progressing towards more 
accurate renderings of natural sounds. These two approaches to sound documents 
denote two fundamental and seemingly opposite modes of performance: the 
presentational and the representational. By examining this tension through the ideas 
and technologies at stake, my aim is to contribute to the understanding of the future 
of natural sound documents.  
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Dr Sebastiane Hegarty  Solent University  

 
Tapping the air: on ghosts, landscape and technology. 
 
In 1901, Marconi’s Lizard Wireless Telegraphy Station was the site of the first ‘over-
the-horizon’ wireless transmission. Prior to this, it was believed that wireless 
communication was restricted to the optical horizon. But on the 23rd January 1901, 
the reception of a simple di-di-dit, signalled not only the letter ‘s’, but also an escape 
from the visible and present, a flight from the material into the airy immaterial: 
‘Electricity made angels of us all.’ (Carpenter,1976) 
The acousmatic site of radio generates an ‘electronic elsewhere’ (Sconce, 2000), a 
‘para-acoustic’ (Gallerneaux, 2018) landscape where place remains transient and 
presence suspect. Marconi believed his wireless signals could tune through to other 
worlds, ‘picking up the sounds of long-dead men, drowned in the Atlantic.’ (Hoare, 
2014) In the atmospheric dead air of radio transmission, we hear not only the 
dissolution of borders and substance, but also the ‘fracture and fluctuation of time…’ 
(Connor, 2010). 
 
Tapping the air is an on-going research project performed through occasional, covert 
residencies at the Lizard Wireless Telegraphy Station in Cornwall (ancestor of the 
Brow Head transmitter, Cork). Each ‘residence’ concludes with an unannounced 
micro-FM transmission, broadcast from the site of the Wireless Station to an unseen 
and unknowing audience. Tuned-in through six portable radios this performed 
transmission is re-composed from field-recordings gathered in a local landscape 
haunted by the discarded technologies of listening and communication. These mute 
architectural remains of signals sent, received and lost, became the primary focus of 
a field-recording process, which itself became a form of eavesdropping, a listening-in 
on landscape, a tapping into listening.  
In a choreographed assemblage of field-recordings, imagery, text, voice and live 
micro-FM transmission, this paper will perform an immediate topology of a 
landscape haunted by listening, materiality and loss.  
 
 
 

Cárthach Ó Nuanáin  Melodrive Inc. carthach@carthach.tk 

 
Infinite Theft: Reflections on the State of the Art in Musaicing, Plunderphonics and 
Concatenative Sound Synthesis 
 
The practice of repurposing existing artifacts for new artworks is nothing new. In the 
visual arts, Cubist artists such as George Braque and Pablo Picasso extensively 
referenced, appropriated and reinterpreted their own works and the works of 
others, as well as recycling common found objects from their surroundings. Their 
development of collage would later serve as direct inspiration for bricolage, 
reflecting wider postmodernist trends towards deconstructionism, self-referentiality, 
and revisionism that include the practice of parody and pastiche. Closer to our sonic 
concerns, movements, aesthetics and techniques such as musique concrète, hip-hop 
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and plunderphonics (Oswald, 1985) disentangle, reassemble, warp and transform 
the history of recorded sound and music into exciting and original expressions or 
derivative knockoffs that flirt with the full weight of copyright law. 
 
What is new and profound - particularly for the sonic arts - is the ability for the 
machine to automate and assist composers in many of the laborious and time-
consuming tasks that can accompany such artistic enactments. With the explosion of 
computational power and storage, coupled with our increasing understanding in the 
areas of computational musicology, signal processing, and machine listening, we can 
build systems that can analyse and organise vast collections of sound and exploit 
them for producing tangible works in accordance with the composer’s specifications 
or fed examples. 
 
In this letter I offer a broad overview of the multi-faceted compositional and sound 
design aesthetic that has many names but can fall under the umbrella term of  
concatenative sound synthesis”. I will explain the technical underpinnings of 
concatenative synthesis as I trace its history through key works and state of the art. I 
shall review some of my own recent research in concatenative synthesis including 
PyConcat, a Python library for researching and exploring common algorithmic 
techniques; RhythmCAT, a user-friendly VST for retargeting rhythmic loops using 
disparate sample libraries; and more recently, Decon, a work in progress Max for 
Live device intended for real-time performance with live input. The paper concludes 
with speculative remarks on what the future holds for concatenative synthesis in this 
exploding era of deep learning and big data. 
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Paper Session 3(b)  
Friday November 1st 10am  Lecture Room 213 
Acoustic Ecology and Sound 
 
Professor David Prior   Falmouth University 
The Unreliable Mediator: Speakers in Sound Art 
 

Nikos Stavropoulos   Leeds Beckett University 
Consolidating spectromorphology and spatiomorphology in the workflow. The case 
of micro-space. 
 
Jeffrey Cobbold and Jennifer McMahon 
Listen To The Radio: A Collaborative Artistic Research Project 

 
 
Professor David Prior  Falmouth University 

 
The Unreliable Mediator: Speakers in Sound Art 
 
Within the array of sounding devices that have been deployed in the making of 
sound art, the speaker has a special status.  Emerging during a period in which music 
and fine art practices had long since integrated electronic technology, sound art was 
born into an epoch of recording and amplification.  Although not ubiquitous, the 
extent of the speaker’s influence on sound art cannot be underestimated, and yet its 
technical, semiotic, cultural and ontological characteristics have attracted relatively 
little critical commentary.  Indeed, as I will argue, for many artists dependent upon 
it, the speaker remains an obstinate, unyielding thing, acknowledged for its function 
but not embraced for its form.  
 
Responsible for transducing electrical signals into sound, the speaker has primarily 
been discussed in terms of this mediational role, acting as it does as a conduit for 
meaning generated elsewhere.  In keeping with this history, speaker listening has 
tended to be rendered as an unproblematic one and the design of speakers 
themselves have evolved to valorise neutrality over the possibility of expressing a 
character of their own.  However, one of the characteristics of sound art that 
differentiated it from the experimental musical traditions that formed part of its 
heritage, was the greater degree of scrutiny it gave to the materials of its 
construction.  In this way, sound art has frequently positioned itself within the 
discourse of contemporary sculpture and installation art and as such, both the 
affordances of sound itself and the materials of its technical apparatus need to be 
understood as different dimensions of what constitutes its medium. In Sound Art 
then, we find a pre-eminent, if not unique rendering of the speaker utilized as an 
object worthy of critical attention, not just for its ability to convey sonic meaning 
generated elsewhere but also as a thing in its own right.  
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Nikos Stavropoulos  Leeds Beckett University 

 
Consolidating spectromorphology and spatiomorphology in the workflow. The case 
of micro-space. 
 
The author outlines his practice in working with micro-space, defined as an an 
acoustic space whose aural architecture is not accessible unless it is mediated by 
recording technology. The paper discusses the rational for this approach and the 
challenges of working with sound in this context, reports on the development of 
microphone arrays for the recording of sound materials in microspace and analyses 
the workflow and dissemination of micro-space composition in relation to two 
acousmatic works, Topophilia and Karst Grotto. 
 
 

Jeffrey Cobbold and Jennifer McMahon 
 
Listen To The Radio: A Collaborative Artistic Research Project 
 
Listen to the Radio1 (LTTR) began as a sound installation constructed from a loop of 
the song “Radio” by the Corrs and a live feed of songs & commercials from a local 
FM radio station. The installation was created by independent artist & researcher 
Jeffrey Cobbold and was on exhibition at Belmar Arts Center in New Jersey during 
their “Art Inside the Box: A Curated Exhibit” from September 12 - October 12, 2018. 
Later, in 2019, Jeffrey sought collaboration with music creator & improvising artist 
Jennifer McMahon. Jennifer, having received a 60 minute demo recording of LTTR, 
set out to explore the piece’s lyrical, sonic and emotional dimensions. These areas 
and others such as space, silence, focal points, overarching form and potential 
interdisciplinary approaches became her initial areas of inquiry and exploration. 
 
LTTR exists in the category of Soundscape Art/Studies. The paper presentation will 
explore this category by sharing a developing language for discussing technology-
generatedmusic soundscapes. The catalyst for this developing language will be 
Jennifer's completed master's thesis work "Vocal Freedom and Learning to Fly", 
which features elements of her applied musical improvisation methods that will 
engage with LTTR's musical soundscapes. Also, the year-long (July 2019 - July 2020) 
online workflow and data collection process of music soundscape creation and 
analysis between Jeffrey & Jennifer will be discussed in terms of its distance 
communication challenges, which will bear on the project's final outcome of 
preparing a 60 minute music soundscape live performance. 
In short, this presentation seeks to leave the ISSTA conference with useful insights 
from a developing collaborative musical project that is preparing to promote deep 
listening for future audiences while simultaneously granting them permission to 
"simply stop, listen and enjoy the performance" of an experimental work.  
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Keynote:  Robert Henke 
Friday November 1st 3pm  Stack Theatre 
 

 
Talking with machines  
some thoughts concerning electronic live performance 
 
Yesterday’s avant-garde is staring at their laptop screens, whilst future super stars 
turn the stage into something that looks more like the table on which Otto Hahn 
discovered nuclear fission. How could that happen? After understanding and 
mastering the vast potential of computer-generated sound, we began to focus more 
again on the act of playing as an intuitive, fast and inspirational mode of creativity. 
This requires a different concept of composition, a refined approach to the studio as 
instrument and also potentially a different idea about the nature of 'a piece of 
music'. Add on top the growing convergence between visual arts, sound art and 
performance and we are in the middle of an exciting ride where the roles of 
composers, coders and the audience are redefined. 
 
Robert Henke will give a performance of Dust on Friday 1st November, commencing 
at 7:45pm in the Curtis Auditorium.  
 
 
 

Workshop: Ellen King (ELLLL) 
Thursday October 31st 3pm  Stack Theatre 
 
 
Ellen King will work through several or her individual tracks. She will discuss how she 
structured the tracks and the creative process involved – examining and contrasting 
both club tracks and more abstract beat-less works. Using Ableton Live she will show 
some of the effects and plugins she most frequently employs. 
 
ELLLL will give a performance in Cyprus Avenue on Friday 1st November with support 
from Josh Warry and Lighght. Doors @ 11pm. 
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Headphone Installations  
Ground Floor Foyer 
 

Woche (with apologies to Ruttman and Brock) 
 
Matt Barnard 
26’38” for fixed-media, stereo audio 
 
Using material recorded binaurally over a week-long visit to London, Woche... aims, 
with reference to both Walter Ruttmann’s ‘Wochenende’ (1930), ‘Berlin: Die Sinfonie 
der Großstadt’ (1927) and Timothy Brock’s 1995 soundtrack for ‘Berlin:...’, to 
communicate on some level the pace and rhythm of the city, and the fleeting 
experiences of a visitor. The dynamic between the deteriorated tape of 
‘Wochenende’ and the clarity of the binaural space is explored in an overt exchange 
of events, as the gestural contours of the 1930 analogue original is mimicked and 
reinterpreted. 
 
This work explores the interface between the in-ear binaural microphones, the 
recordist who become an organic part of the apparatus and the listener. The 
recordist leaves a spatial negative upon the binaural recording, in an indelible 
spectral pattern. The listener subsequently occupies the negative space, assuming 
the position of the recordist, an interface of space across time. 
 
Greenwich I 
Musical Chairs 
City Symphony 
Slides 
A Soundwalk I 
Too Many People I 
Brock and the Escalator 
Greenwich II 
Toilet Break 
A Ruttmann 
A Soundwalk II 
Too many People II 
 

Matt Barnard (b. 1984) is a composer primarily interested in the spatial parameter of 
sound in both binaural and ambisonic domains. He previously studied under Joseph 
Anderson, and is now a lecturer and researcher at the University of Hull and member 
of the Hull ElectroAcoustic Resonance Orchestra (HEARO). 
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Digital Alchemy (2015/2018) 
 
Visuals: Maura McDonnell  Music: Cobi van Tonder 
5’11” for single channel video with sound 
2015/2018 
 
Digital Alchemy is a fixed media visual and music work. It explores the temporal 
transformation and interaction of macro and micro elements and gestures of sound, 
form and colour.  The visual transformations suggest an alchemy of materials in 
which the visuals appear to turn to gold like threads and reflective gold surfaces.  
They were created by Maura McDonnell in response to listening to the sounding of 
the music.  The music by Cobi van Tonder is a composition titled ‘Gala’ which is 
based on a meta tuning system of 34 pitches which allows for vibrations and 
beatings with varying intensities 
 
Maura McDonnell is a visual music artist, researcher, composer and lecturer based in 
Ireland.  She creates visuals for new music and electronic music concerts, fixed 
media and installation productions. At present her focus is on working with the 
visual in a manner similar to composing a music composition and her aesthetic is 
influenced by concepts from electroacoustic music composition.   
 
Cobi van Tonder is a South African born composer, media artist and lecturer based in 
Berlin, Germany.  She has a PhD in Music Composition from Trinity College, Dublin, 
an MFA Art Practice degree from Stanford, USA; and a BHons in Music in History and 
Society (Musicology), South Africa. The most recent works revolve around structural 
patterning - iterative and fractal (self-similar) approaches to composition, alternative 
tuning systems and micro-tonal music, three dimensionality in sound (or spatial 
audio) and the technological landscape that enables it. 
 
 
 

58 Indices On The Body: A Reflection on Translations through 
Language, Technology and Sounds - Selected Indices 
Soundworks and Musical Pieces w/Sentiment Analysis 
 
Stephen Roddy 
 
Directions: 
1. Follow link for the Piece: 
https://stephenroddy.github.io/58IndicesLangTrans/ 
2. Press Play Index to hear an index and see the translation. 
3. Press Play Index again to hear another one 
 
The current piece collects all of my sonic/musical work for the project to date. These 
works are presented in the form of a web app. The audience is invited to listen to 
the pieces, and reflect on the indices which have been translated into English from 
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Nancy's native French by Richard A. Rand for the Perspectives in Continental 
Philosophy Series. The text is analysed using a machine learning model for sentiment 
analysis (implemented in ml5.js). This analysis returns a value on a scale of 0 
(negative) to 1 (positive). This sentiment is reflected in the color of the waveform 
that is drawn across on the screen. The piece is a reflection on translations across 
languages, vocalisation, and technologies. The original indices were written in 
French. Jean-luc Nancy's reading of them introduces a new layer of meaning through 
his use of prosody and intonation. We are presented with English translations of the 
text that must to some degree reflect the choices and interpretations of the 
translator. The sentiment analysis introduces an additional another layer of 
meaning/distortion. It does not always represent the translated text very well and 
rarely represents the information conveyed in Nancy's vocalisations in the original 
French. The choice of color in reflecting the sentiment values introduce further 
culturally conditioned ideas about sentiment and emotion. It also the crude nature 
of the original model which aims to represent sentiment along a linear scale from 
positive to negative: 0-1. The use of sonic and musical materials to frame the texts 
introduces yet another layer of meanings and distortions. The soundworlds evoked 
do not always match the indices, sometimes they are built around the ebb and flow 
of Nancy's vocalisations as he reads, other times they seem completely random. All 
of this again is filtered through the artist's specific presentation of these materials. 
The design and technical implementation of the application along with their 
interpretation of Nancy's speech and the choices in the design and composition of 
the soundworlds. All of these introduce layers of meaning and distortion particular 
to the artist. Rarely are the voice, sound and sentiment analysis in harmony with one 
another. This discordant configuration however is in perfect harmony with Nancy's 
vision of the human body as expressed in his indices. As Nancy comments in index 
46: "Why indices? Because there's no totality to the body, no synthetic unity. There 
are pieces, zones, fragments. There's one bit after another, a stomach, an eyelash, a 
thumb-nail, a shoulder, a breast, a nose, an upper intestine, a choledoch, a pancreas: 
anatomy is endless, until eventually running into an exhaustive enumeration of cells. 
But this doesn't yield a totality..."  
 
This project grew in dialogue with another ongoing project titled 58+1 Indices on the 
body. That project is a collaboration between the artistic collective AMAE and the 
artist Pier Giorgio De Pinto and philosopher Jean-luc Nancy. This project focuses on 
Nancy's 58 indices sur le corps (58 indices on the body), written in 2006 by Jean-Luc 
Nancy presented in his book Corpus. The project combines performances, videos, 
interactive installations and collaborations with a large and varied group of artists. 
As part of this project Jean Luc Nancy recorded himself reading his 58 indices on the 
body, he also wrote an additional index specifically for the project. The project 
presented here grew out of a collaboration with AMAE, Pier Giorgio De Pinto and 
Jean Luc Nancy in which the artist originally set some of these indices to music in 
2015. The result was a piece that the collaborators were invited to present during 
the Helicotrema festival at the Francois Pinault Foundation in Venice alongside La 
Biennale events taking place throughout the city. Later the I recorded additional 
Soundworks and musical pieces incorporating Nancy's indexes, a portion of which 
will be set to dance as part of the 63 Videos on the Body project. 
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Octophonic Installations  
Recording Suite Live Room (149)  
 
 

ANAMORPHOSIS 
 
Clemens von Reusner 
7’19” for 8-channel ambisonic 
 
ANAMORPHOSIS involves the processing of two contrasting structures, which are 
exposed in the first part of the composition. One has more gestural character, the 
other appears more textured. Both structures are based on a brief sound of a 
wooden door, which, however, does not appear in its original form during the course 
of the composition. Instead the structural nature of this basic material, especially the 
fast repetitions changing in time, leads to spectral and temporal variants of these 
structures, which are tonally developed in the second and third, more reprise-like 
sections of the composition. Spatialisation: 8-ch ambisonic. 
 
Clemens von Reusner is a composer and sound artist based in Germany, whose work 
is focused on acousmatic music. Since the end of the 1970s he has been engaged 
with electroacoustic music, radio plays and soundscape compositions. He developed 
the music software "Kandinsky Music Painter". Clemens von Reusner is a member of 
the German Composers Society (DKV) and the German Society for Electroacoustic 
Music (DEGEM). 
His compositions have received numerous national and international broadcasts and 
performances at festivals and conferences in the Americas, Asia, Europe such as 
International Computer Music Conference (ICMC), International Csound Conference 
(ICSC), Linux Audio Conference (LAC), SICMF, New York City Electroacoustic Music 
Festival, World New Music Days (WNMD). 
 
 

Karst Grotto 
 
Nikos Stavropoulos 
5.1 fixed media 
 
The title Karst Grotto — chosen for its onomatopoeic qualities and its direct 
references to landscape types, as well as geological spatial structures and processes 
— reflects the sound world of the work. Karst, a particular topography, is created by 
the dissolution of soluble rock types from their contact with acidic rain water. A 
microlevel chemical process characterizes the morphology of entire landscapes and 
results in complex networks of small-scale — micro-space — features and textures 
like fissures and rillenkarrens. 
 
Nikos Stavropoulos (Athens, Greece, 1975) is a composer of predominantly 
acousmatic and mixed music. He read music at the University of Wales (Bangor, 
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Wales, UK), where he studied composition with Andrew Lewis and completed a 
doctorate at the University of Sheffield (England, UK) under the supervision of 
Adrian Moore. 
 
His music is performed and broadcast regularly around the world and has been 
awarded internationally on several occasions. His practice is concerned with notions 
of tangibility and immersivity in acousmatic experiences and the articulation of 
acoustic space, in the pursuit of probable aural impossibilities. 
Since 2006, he has been a member of the Music, Sound & Performance Group at 
Leeds Beckett University (Leeds, England, UK), where he is a Reader in Composition 
and lectures on Electroacoustic Music. He is a founding member of the Echochroma 
New Music Research Group, a member of the British ElectroAcoustic Network 
(BEAN) and the Hellenic Electroacoustic Music Composers Association (HELMCA). 
  
 

Quetico (2019) 
 
Micah Frank 
8-channel audio installation  
 
My work focuses on algorithmic sound sculpture - specifically where electronic 
sound structures intersect the natural world. I am primarily interested in rules-based 
and generative procedures that can yield musically engaging results from an organic 
source. Oftentimes, the input content is a natural field recording or other, real-world 
sound that undergoes a microscopic inspection and revelation. Through this process, 
a new sonic reality takes form as sounds are mated, reconfigured and dissected at 
the particle level. Like natural processes, the results are sometimes disastrous - yet 
often beautiful - as the system engages in techniques and decision making that a 
human could never perform.  
In Quetico I’ve brought together hundreds of natural field recordings from the 
American west and layered them into textural structures with custom-built, granular 
resynthesis software. Each piece is born from natural sounds that have been 
supported, manipulated and fortified through technology, ultimately organized as an 
artificial ghost of the original - a synthetic recomposition of nature fabricated by a 
human hand.  
Quetico exists in album format but has been specifically designed to be realized as a 
multichannel (ambisonics / surround) installation or live performance. 
 
Micah Frank (b. 1977, USA) is an award-winning electronic sound artist that uses 
algorithmic, generative and stochastic methods to build sound sculptures. Much of 
his work incorporates field recordings, hand-built software and real-time synthesis 
techniques. For the past 20 years he has performed internationally and currently 
performs by live coding in spatial sound environments and with his tape-collage 
project, Larum. Micah is a 2019 NYSCA/NYFA Artist Fellow in music and sound from 
The New York Foundation for the Arts. His latest series of ambisonic sound 
sculptures has been called “"An acousmatic creation of the finest quality” by Create 
Digital Music. http://micahfrank.com 
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Notes from the Bath 
 
Jane Deasy 
10’ (arrangement for ISSTA) for 8-channel audio installation  
 
Notes from the Bath is a simulation of personal space. 
Made by digital sound synthesis heard in a spatialized array, it is a melancholic 
meditation on personal space and isolation in the post-digital era. Notes from the 
Bath takes the subject of a burned-out society and places them within a digital audio 
simulation of personal space.  The piece was initially created in ambisonics – the aim 
to completely immerse the user in a digital sound bath. Presented at ISSTA it is an 8-
channel/octophonic installation. Sound is generated from oscillators built in Max 
MSP and combined with field recordings of the Irish Coast made with a soundfield 
microphone. 
 
How have digital technologies changed how we hear the world today?  
Have representations of the natural world become more real than the thing itself? 
Accompanying the piece is a zine featuring notes, sketches, ideas and essays on 
personal space, noise, appropriation of culture, commodification of space and of 
course – baths.   
 
Jane Deasy is a composer working at the intersection of theatre, installation and 
sound art.  She makes electronic and electroacoustic music influenced by 
minimalism and musique-concrete. Her music-theatre piece KAPERLAK premiered at 
Dublin Fringe Festival 2016. She is a recent graduate of Glasgow School of Art and 
recipient of the Arts Council’s Next Generation Bursary for music.  Most recently 
Jane performed in The Patient Gloria by Gina Moxley at the Traverse Theatre and 
designed sound for Dublin Theatre Festival and Lyric Theatre’s Playboy of the 
Western World.  Jane is based in Dublin and Glasgow. She is currently Artist in 
Residence at Dublin City Council’s Albert Cottages.  
www.janedeasy.com 
 
 

NightEscape  
 
Brona Martin 
7'58” for  8-channel fixed media 
 
NightEscape is the first in a series of works that will explore the soundscape that 
surrounds Atlantic Center for the Arts, Florida where I have attended residencies 
with composers Jonty Harrison and Natasha Barrett.  
NightEscape explores a night-time soundscape using a field recording as the source 
material. Crickets dominate this field recording. I find the sound of crickets 
extremely relaxing and calming and their presence reinforces the fact that I am 
somewhere else, exploring and travelling because their sound to me is somehow 
exotic. The material used originates from one night-time recording, which facilitates 
the exploration of this recording in detail.  
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NightEscape was composed using a ring of 8 loudspeakers. The piece offers the 
listener time to immerse themselves in a meditative and calming soundscape, taking 
time out of busy schedules to pause, reflect and escape. This piece was composed at 
EMS, Stockholm, March 2018.  
 
Brona Martin is an Irish composer and sound artist currently based in Birmingham, 
UK. Her compositions explore metaphorical and real-world representations of 
diverse soundworlds, images and experiences, where the aim is to reveal particular 
sonic characters that are not normally the focus of listening. Brona's portfolio of 
works explore the layers and textures of sounds that contribute to the overall sonic-
makeup of specific places both real and imaginary. 
Brona's artistic portfolio offers an in depth and alternative listening perspective and 
experience where the complexity of everyday sounds are examined and rearranged 
into a new context.  

 
 

in excess  
 
Robert McLure 
8' for 8-channel fixed media 
 
in excess explores the vast amounts of waste humans produce on a daily basis. This 
general observation was magnified during my time living/working in China. Excessive 
packaging accompanied nearly all products in a vain attempt to elicit a feeling of 
luxury in the consumer. This plastic packaging served as the primary sound 
producing material. Plastic sounds are put through numerous processes, both 
sonically and spatially, in an effort to overwhelm the listener just as physical plastic is 
overwhelming the Earth, particularly the ocean. Waves of plastic swirl around the 
listener while other plastic sounds have been filtered and colored with pitch; tainted.  
 
This work was written in conjunction with the oboe solo, "struggling". The two 
pieces can be performed simultaneously under the title, "struggling, in excess". 
Taking cues from the oboe solo, balloons were used to simulate multiphonics; an 
important sound character for "in excess". The balloons scream through the din of 
plastic as their last breaths are extinguished under the weight of our excess. 
 
Robert McClure’s music attempts to discover beauty in unconventional places using 
non-traditional means. His work has been featured at festivals including NYCEMF, 
Beijing Modern Music Festival, ISCM, TIES, SEAMUS, and ICMC. His works may be 
found through ADJ·ective New Music, Bachovich Music Publications, Resolute Music 
Publications, and Tapspace Publications as well as on ABLAZE, Albany, and New 
Focus Record labels. Robert received his doctorate from Rice University’s Shepherd 
School of Music. Robert has previously held positions at the Shanghai Conservatory 
of Music and Soochow University in Suzhou, China. He serves as Assistant Professor 
of Composition/Theory at Ohio University. More information can be found at 
www.robertwmcclure.com 
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Concert 1  
Thursday 31st October 12noon Stack Theatre 
 
Temporary Modular Ensemble: Reconnections & Revivalisms 

Neil O Connor  
 
Ujjayi for flute and computer   Thomas Ciufo & Jane Rigler 
 
The Phonetics Project    Jenn Kirby 
 
A Sono-Ocular Study (redux)   HIVE Choir  
 
 

Temporary Modular Ensemble: Reconnections & Revivalisms 

Neil O Connor 
     
Growing numbers of electroacoustic music composers are becoming ‘reconnected’; 
exploring tools of the past and making them part of current electroacoustic music 
performance. Within this resurgence, modular synthesizer manufacturers have been 
reconnecting electroacoustic composers with the spirit of electroacoustic music 
making past, returning to a more physical and interactive performance and synthesis 
approaches. 
 
What effect has this exchange of ideas made on the language, connection and public 
position toward electroacoustic music performance? This performance by the 
Temporary Modular Ensemble with a Make Noise Shared Systems Plus Modular 
Synthesizer, attempts to explore such avenues and asks if such ‘reconnections’ 
challenges or compliments the established histories of electroacoustic music and 
perhaps propose toward a more global acceptance 
Composer and Producer Neil O Connor has been involved in experimental & electro-
acoustic music for the past 21 years and has performed extensively in Ireland, 
Europe, Australia, Asia and the US, performing under both Ordnance Survey and the 
Temporary Modular Ensemble. He is a faculty member of DMARC (Digital Media Arts 
Research Center) at the University of Limerick.  
 
 

Ujjayi for flute and computer  Thomas Ciufo & Jane Rigler 
 
Ujjayi is a collaborative live performance project for flute and real-time computer 
processing. This project focuses on interactive sound and gesture, while engaging 
improvisational approaches and real-time sonic transformations. Through extended 
playing techniques, interactive sound processing, constructed sonic materials, and 
immersive sound projection, this duo performance explores the unfolding of sound, 
gesture and form through collaborative interaction - listening / responding - give and 
take, breathing in / breathing out - Ujjayi. 
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Jane Rigler, flutist, composer, improviser and educator is known for her innovations 
in new flute performance, techniques and unusual musical vocabulary. She is a 
featured performer in contemporary music festivals throughout the U.S. and Europe. 
In the Fall 2019, Jane will begin a year-long Fulbright Teaching/Research award 
fellowship in Ireland. You can hear Jane on various labels: Neuma, Tzadik, Porter, 
DewDrop, Sachimay, to name a few. As an Assistant Professor at the University of 
Colorado, Colorado Springs (UCCS) in the VAPA interdisciplinary art department, she 
teaches flute, composition, improvisation, sound art, computer music and listening. 
 
Thomas Ciufo is a sound artist, improviser, and researcher working at the 
intersections of electroacoustic performance, sonic art, and emerging technologies. 
International festival performances include Visiones Sonoras in Mexico City, the 
Enaction in Arts Conference in France, the Sustainable Sounds Conference in 
Scotland, the New Interfaces for Musical Expression Conferences (Vancouver, 
Genoa, Montreal) and many more. As a faculty innovation hire in music technology 
at Mount Holyoke College, Thomas is creating new opportunities for student in the 
areas of electronic and computer music and media arts, as well as serving as a 
faculty affiliate in the Fimbel Maker and Innovation Lab.   
 
 

The Phonetics Project    Jenn Kirby 
 
The Phonetics Project is written for solo voice and electronics and was 
commissioned by PRS Foundation’s Women Make Music. 
The piece makes use of the voice as a sound source for live manipulations in a 
gestural electroacoustic performance. The voice serves as both an instrument and a 
controller. The piece also re-purposes obsolete hardware originally designed for a 
golf game and combines it with contemporary live electronic performance. 
The controller offers 3D spatial positioning tracking. The software instrument is 
designed to provide the performer with real-time sound sculpting control of the 
voice, drawing out micro-level sounds. The instrument interaction is designed to be 
intuitively performed and borrows from our gestural understanding of the 
instrumental world. 
The technical aim is to convey a symbiotic relationship between audible and visual 
gesture in the performance, whilst maintaining real-time control for the performer. 
The audio-visual gestures develop as the piece progresses, so that the physical 
gestures made in different stages or sections of the piece, produce different sonic 
outputs. 
 
 Dr Jenn Kirby is a composer, performer, lecturer and music technologist. Jenn 
teaches music at the University of the West of Scotland. Her output includes 
contemporary instrumental composition, electroacoustic music, sound art, noise 
music, laptop orchestra performance and solo live electronics. Jenn builds software 
and re-purposes games controllers as musical interfaces to create and perform 
theatrical live electronic music.  Jenn is a prominent live- electronic music performer 
and has had music performed in Ireland, the United Kingdom, Austria, Switzerland, 
the Netherlands, Germany, Italy, Poland, Canada, the United States and Mexico. 
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A Sono-Ocular Study (redux)  HIVE Choir  
 
Compared to you friends, on average, do you think you are more or less observant?  
More or less sensual?  Empathic?  Intelligent? 
Today HIVE will be observing your metacognitive responses to a range of sono-ocular 
stimuli in a  short study.  Feel free to move your head to seek out any temporal 
neural changes, and to monitor any residual sonorities left over by the sounds of 
human voices.  Pay attention to any unexpected audio-dermic sensitivities.  Please 
try to be observant at all times and follow any instructions given to you by members 
of the facilitation group on the floor. 
 
During the performance please circle any sensations you experience: 
discomfort - relaxation - contentment - anger - surprise - happiness - fear - nausea - 
headache - nostalgia - disgust - tingling - misophonia (negative reaction to a sound) - 
hunger - warmth - contempt - sadness - breathlessness - seeing sounds - tiredness - 
hearing colours - warmth - chills - itchiness - dry mouth - goosebumps - toothache - 
ringing ears – pleasure 
HIVE is a vocal ensemble based in Belfast that inherits its membership and approach 
from earlier projects emerging in the city - the Bird on a Wire ensemble and Belfast 
City Choir.  HIVE Choir composes and performs new music using found text, verbal 
notation, graphic scores, improvisation and audio technologies. Since forming in 
2017, HIVE has performed with Moving on Music, acted as Artists in Resonance at 
Open House Festival Belfast and produced walking tour ‘Word on the Street’ for 
Belfast Music’s Summer Season 2019. 
 
 
In August 2019 HIVE released its first album ‘Songs and Games’ - available at 
https://quillsthatwhisper.bandcamp.com  
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Concert 2  
Thursday 31st October 7.45pm Stack Theatre 
 
Putting Things Into Things   Gunther Berkus 
 
Shikantaza      Federico Bonacossa 
 
Cover Fire      the Higgs whatever 
 
Pattern Portrait: Cork (2019)   Jeffrey Weeter 
 

INTERVAL 
 
Veiled Borders: analog/digital hybridity and listening spaces 
Thomas Ciufo, John Godfrey, Karen Power, Jane Rigler 
 
TBC      TBC 
  
A Short Story (2018)    Joshua Tomlinson 
 
 
 
 

Putting Things Into Things   Gunther Berkus 
 
This piece is based on an obviously pre-recorded soundtrack.   I am recording a text, 
which can be seen as a tribute to Hans/Jean Arp, about putting things into things.  As 
the recording progresses I am adding effects in such a way that the text becomes 
increasingly unrecognisable and sounds ever more bizarre and surreal.    Towards the 
end of the recording the text will have morphed into a spectral drone, gradually 
becoming reduced to a single sustained note which suddenly cuts off. 
 
A performer illustrates the text using gestures and props following the sound track.   
These gestures become increasingly bizarre, surreal and even manic and eventually 
utterly meaningless. 
 
Visual performance by Alison Forbes 
Sound file by Gunther Berkus 
Born 1951 in Franconia, Germany 
Retired print media producer 
I now create music and sound designs from field recordings, pre-recorded 
instruments, electronic noises and computer-generated sounds. 
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Shikantaza     Federico Bonacossa 
 
for guitar and live electronics 
 
Shikantaza is the tenth piece in a growing series of works for instrument and live 
electronics I have composed over the last several years. The guitar is tuned in just 
intonation and makes extensive use of a metal slide. The lowest two strings are 
tuned in unison and one is detuned throughout the piece to create beating patterns 
("organic" accellerandi and rallentandi). The electronics feature a combination of 
real-time additive synthesis, moving-blocks loops, pitch-shifting, and delays. 
 
Federico Bonacossa is a composer and guitarist based in Miami, Florida. His recent 
work explores various forms of interaction between live performers and the 
computer, the relationship between pitch and rhythm, and the transcription of 
spontaneous vocal gestures with the aid of the computer. His creative interests 
range from electronic and computer-assisted composition to purely acoustic and 
improvisational works. As a performer he is involved in promoting new music for 
guitar and especially works that feature live electronics and alternative tunings. He is 
a faculty member of the Florida International University’s School of Music. 
federicobonacossa.com federicobonacossa.bandcamp.com 
facebook.com/federico.bonacossa 

 
 
Cover Fire   the Higgs whatever (Kerry Hagan and Miller Puckette) 
 
Media: real-time Pd patch, video, performance 
Cover Fire is a live DJ set, curated in real time, paying tribute to Johnny Cash's most 
iconic work. We use EEGs, LEAP controllers and face tracking software to gather real-
time data. Then we apply a bespoke artisanal transfer function. 
 
Long-time friends, Puckette and Hagan began focused collaborations on academic 
and musical projects in 2014. Together their duo has performed in North America 
and Europe. They have introduced novel synthesis algorithms through new 
performances. Their work explores timbre, spatialization, real-time computer 
processes, algorithms, interaction design, performance practice, and performance 
systems. 
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Pattern Portrait: Cork (2019)   Jeffrey Weeter 
 
Instrumentation: 4 Possibility Boxes (custom instruments) and video projection 
 
Pattern Portrait: Cork was composed for CAVE (Cork Audio Visual Ensemble). 
The ensemble will be performing using the Possibility Box, a newly designed real-
time instrument in a wooden box featuring potentiometers, switches and distance 
sensors with a Raspberry Pi at its core.  
Pattern Portrait: Cork is an audio-visual composition continuously developing its 
form through the musical and visual exploration of the rhythmic cycles and patterns 
generated by the traffic data of a Cork City motorway and the water levels of the 
River Lee. Each automobile on the highway at a given time is represented by both a 
note and an image. The river levels determine the drone volume. This data is sent to 
each Possibility Box where the performers improvise with synthesis, timbre and real-
time video.  
 
The Cork Audio Visual Ensemble’s outward focus is on performing and creating 
contemporary audio-visual compositions. Aesthetically, through both performance 
and creative practice, CAVE seeks to explore the relationship between the physical 
(carbon-based) and the digital (silicon-based) worlds. Part of CAVE’s mission is to 
seek out the challenging intersections of data, art, and performance. Out of these 
intersections emerges an aesthetic leaning toward a better understanding of how 
we shape our world. This is accomplished through both visualizing and sonifying the 
data and audio-visual media collected and musically manipulated by the ensemble. 
CAVE strives to challenge what is known and relates its findings to the world through 
creative expression.  
 
CAVE was co-founded by Jeffrey Weeter and Derek Foott in 2014 and is currently 
directed by Jeffrey Weeter. CAVE was founded in part with funds from UCC’s 
Strategic Research Fund and is based in the School of Music and Theatre at 
University College Cork, Ireland. 

 
INTERVAL 

 

 
Veiled Borders: analog/digital hybridity and listening spaces 
 
Thomas Ciufo, electronics/sound design, various hand-held instruments 
John Godfrey, electronics/sound design, enhanced guitar 
Karen Power, electronics/field recordings 
Jane Rigler, flutes/electronics 
 
This quartet flirts with the gestural and physical relationships between the acoustic, 
natural environment and the electronic world. Through a variety of sound-
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collections, real-time performance, quadraphonic spatialization and playful 
engagement, this quartet is interested in the edges of music and sound: where does 
the acoustic sound end and the electronics begin? What is the space between the 
acoustic and the electronic? How does our mutual sound, and the diffusion of it, 
generate a multi-sensorial experience of sound? In what ways does sound touch us?  
 
The connecting link between all members of this international quartet is the work by 
composer/humanitarian Pauline Oliveros and the philosophies and tools around 
Deep Listening®. All are composers, performers and improvisers using various kinds 
of software programs and interfaces such as flutes, bells, original recordings, hybrid 
sounds and other sources that unite listening with our physical experience of the 
performing and giving of sound. 
 
 
 

TBC       TBC 
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A Short Story (2018)    Joshua Tomlinson 

 
Electroacoustic Theater 
Typewriter, Lamp, & Live Electronics 
 
The typewriter’s singular function makes it synonymous with storytelling for me. In A 
Short Story the instrument is first heard alone, then progressively its sound becomes 
further and further removed from reality in real time. Additional sounds that help 
construct the narrative are triggered by a lamp, the only source of light. The 
audience is invited to observe an author’s creative process – to hear his imagination 
and memories 
 
 
 

Concert 3  
Friday 1st November 12noon  Stack Theatre 
 
Modular Abduction (2019)    Analog On  
 
Emergence System     DEVANE / PARMAR 
 
Normalised Interfacing     Amble Skuse 
 
Transmission Strands      John C.S. Keston 
 
 
 

Modular Abduction (2019)  Analog On  

(Lara Albergo, Shauna Caffrey, Liz Gleeson and Richard Duckworth) 
 
Voltage-controlled synthesizer, oscillator, theremin, tape echo, quadraphonic sound 
system, analogue video synthesizer 
 
Modular Abduction is a structured-improvisation electronic music audio-visual 
performance piece that is distributed over four loudspeakers in a quadraphonic 
setup. The piece is accompanied by analogue video projections that respond to the 
signals from the voltage-controller synthesizers. The impression is a type of time-
warp cultism with retro and future aesthetics co-existing in the same cultural and 
temporal space— dusty, original, retro-electronic tonalities that make use of the 
wide bandwidth of precision electronics to execute timeless glides through the 
ether. The piece channels a number of influences: experimental electronic tape 
music, East/West Coast voltage-controlled synthesizer culture, the ‘soldering 
composer’ tradition of Mumma, Tudor and Oliveros, and the 60s psychedelic ‘artist-
engineer’ practice of Stanley and Buchla. In the words of reviewers Babyblaue-Seiten  
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“…there is more than a passing reference to that glorious era inhabited by 
Dockstader and Ciani.”  
 
Analog On is an experimental electronic music ensemble that composes and 
performs on vintage and modern analogue electronics and modular synthesizers. 
The group consists of Lara Albergo, Shauna Caffrey, Liz Gleeson and Richard 
Duckworth. Analog On released their eponymous first release in 2017—recorded in 
the Moog Sound Lab at the Tonmeister Studio in Surrey. The aesthetic is that of the 
time-warp cultist with retro and future aesthetics co-existing in the same cultural 
and temporal space. Recent works incorporate analogue video synthesis and the 
presentation of the tonalities through quadraphonic sound with bespoke electronic 
systems. https://www.analogon.org 
 
 

Emergence System  DEVANE / PARMAR 
 
audio / visual improvisation 
 
Emergence System is a performance for two humans (biotic agents) with 
electromechanical devices that generate sound and light (abiotic agents). The 
musical instruments are portable and inexpensive, their operating principles easy to 
understand. Materials such as cardboard, bamboo, aluminium foil, and wood are 
combined with electric circuits and simple microprocessors. Examples of these 
devices include Sail, an acoustic radiator driven by a tactile transducer; Dronepipe, a 
textured column for directional sound; Tonewheel, an optical sequencer with tap 
entry and gate output; Crashpanel, a birchwood vibraphone with kebab skewer 
beaters; Eclipse, a light-sensitive modulator; SoundSniffer, an amplifier for 
transducers of many types; Springer, a spring-based reverb box; Shouter, a 
cardboard speaker box; and Bleeper, an electronic tone generator based on Arduino. 
The visual system, Wolfscope, is named after the technique of howl-around, the 
earliest form of video feedback. A webcam captures the performance area, 
reconstituting this input into ever-changing kaleidoscopic patterns. Our active 
principle is a playful, exploratory engagement in a collaborative milieu. As 
improvisers, we work within a fragile system that is sensitive to small perturbations. 
This approach embeds our concerns for the pressing issues of the current era, the 
Anthropocene. 
 
Ed Devane is a sound artist, instrument designer, and educator based in Donegal, 
where he builds equipment under the name Soniphorm.  
Robin Parmar is a media artist who explores the poetics of place and memory 
through sound, video, and poetics.  
 
Devane and Parmar have previously collaborated on projects such as TANK (Triskel 
Arts Centre, Cork, 2012), The Invisible Viola Project (Conflux, Limerick, 2013), 
Mechanised Music Making (People’s Park, Limerick City, 2015), Sound Check (Science 
Gallery, Trinity, Dublin, 2017), and Devane/Parmar at MMPT Live (Pharmacia, 
Limerick, 2019). Visit emergence.eirehub.com for more information. 
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Normalised Interfacing    Amble Skuse 

 
I create a soundwalk built by tracking the process of exploring a city using a 
wheelchair. We begin to see patterns and traces left by those for whom the city was 
not imagined. Which routes are accessible, when will I have to retrace my steps? 
How will I navigate routes which are impassible? How much of this city is built for a 
body which is not mine?  
By undertaking this exploration of the city, I become a performer to those around 
me. I perform my disability. I become a spectacle. My difficulties become 
opportunities for others to observe, to reconsider and to reimagine. By being a sick 
person in the wrong space I draw attention to that discomfort.  
As an artistic intervention, this is live performance. But as a composer I then develop 
it into a piece of sound work which explores the experience of disabled people in the 
city. I work with bio-sensors to control max patches to create soundscapes from the 
snippets of audio. The soundscapes will feature edited material from the 
explorations / performance recordings, layering sounds to create a sonic experience 
of the performance.  
The raw material from Bio Sensors controls the sounds. This allows me to perform, 
and be authentically different for each audience. There is a relationship between 
composed & improvised material. My unpredictable cycles of exhaustion & pain 
mean that performances cannot be planned or recreated reliably. 

  
By performing with the Bio Sensors I am able to perform my work when I am unwell. 
The data from my body creates the work in my current physical condition. The vision 
for the composition is to allow the internal world of the disabled person to become 
external. Thoughts, writings, memories, field recordings & sounds can be worked 
into pieces which allow a glimpse of what is hidden behind a broken body. 
 
Amble works as a composer and has a broad background in Diversity and Inclusion. 
Her interests lie in the various ways in which power is created and maintained 
through exclusive structures.  In 2008 she began Composing, something which she 
can do from her bed. Her work has been performed internationally from China to 
Canada. She is a Creative Scotland International Creative Entrepreneurship Fellow, 
and a BBC Performing Arts Fellow. 
  
She is doing an AHRC Scholarship PhD at the University of Plymouth exploring 
strategies around Composing and Performing using Electronics from a perspective of 
Intersectional Feminism and Disability.  
 
 

Transmission Strands    John C.S. Keston 
 
Transmission Strands is a series of animated, generative, graphic scores written in 
Javascript. A similar approach was used for a recent piece titled, Parking Ramp 
Project that was performed by a trio of musicians and a large cast of dancers in a 
seven story parking garage. Considerations for the location, the ensemble, and the 
conceptual framework of the piece led me to compose the movements in Javascript 
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so that the score could be generated in real-time and animated on a display for the 
musicians to read. Color coding, a visible timer, and simple written instructions allow 
the musicians to easily decipher their parts.  
 
Transmission Strands exposes the visual language of the compositions to the 
audience. The work creates an optical link between a computer generated, 
algorithmic process and the physiology, psychology, and phonomnesis of the 
performer. The score is “networked” from the computer to the musician allowing 
the complexities of human translation and interpretation to influence the responses. 
Chance elements are introduced by the algorithms coded into the work, but it is up 
to the skill and imagination of the musician to convert the imperfect, optical, sensory 
input into a coherent performance. 
 
These compositions aim to transcend the rhythmic and timbral tropes embedded in 
most electronic hardware. However, the intent is not to create music that is entirely 
stochastic. The aleatoric elements in this work reside with many other factors that 
are deterministic in nature. In one score for example, the color, types of objects, and 
timing might be predetermined while the size, speed, and number of objects are 
randomized. Although generative, each movement has a signature that is easily 
identified. By projecting the scores the audience will follow how the artist is 
interpreting the work, adding a layer of transparency to the process.   
 
John C.S. Keston is an award winning composer of electronic and experimental 
music. His unconventional compositions convey a spirit of discovery and exploration 
through the use of sound synthesis, experimental sound design, signal processing, 
and acoustic piano. 
 
His recent work involves developing applications that drive animated, generative, 
graphic scores, and algorithmic sound design processes. Originally from the United 
Kingdom, John currently resides in Minneapolis, Minnesota where he is a professor 
of Digital Media Arts at the University of St. Thomas. He founded the sound design 
resource, AudioCookbook.org where you will find articles and documentation about 
his projects and research. 
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Concert 4: Dust with Robert Henke  
Friday 1st November 7.45pm  Curtis Auditorium 
 
Dust is a slow and intense exploration of complex textural sounds, shredded into 
microscopic particles, and pulsating interlocking loops, recomposed during a 
improvised performance.  
 
The sources are leftovers of digital processes, material created with old analoge 
synthesisers, noises of all colours and flavours, field recordings; splashing waves 
from a shingle beach, captured on site in Australia, a massive storm, steam from my 
Italian coffee maker, crackles from the lead-out groove of a worn record, hum and 
electrical discharges from a large transformer, collected over several years, and 
refined and deconstructed in various ways.  
 
During the concert, the sources are remixed, further modified and distributed in 
space, sometimes barely audible, sometimes very physical and intense, spanning the 
whole spectrum from the lowest possible rumble to ultrasound. Every performance 
is different and offers a intimate dialogue with the space and the audience.  
 
Dust is based on self-written granular synthesis algorithms and can be presented in 
many ways, including a variable number of audio channels. It has originally been 
composed for a performance in 2011 at the ZKM Media Theater in Karlsruhe, 
Germany, using a dome of 32 speakers around and above the audience. Other 
notable configurations include a version for Hebbel theatre in Berlin, Germany with a 
16 channels, and an adaption for the INA-GRM Acousmonium.  
 
Robert Henke is a composer, artist and software developer, mainly known for his 
contributions to electronic music and for his laser works. His audiovisual installations 
are based on self written software and explore a fragile balance between 
determination and chance operations to create complex behaviours and endless 
variations in expression. His musical work oscillates between ambient, contemporary 
music and club. His long term project Monolake became one of the key icons of a 
new electronic club culture emerging in Berlin after the fall of the Wall. He is one of 
the main creators of Ableton Live, a software which became the standard for music 
production and completely redefined performance of electronic music. He writes 
and lectures about the creative use of computers and held teaching positions at 
CCRMA/Stanford University, at IRCAM, and the Studio National des Arts 
Contemporains - Le Fresnoy, in Lille, France. His works have been presented at Tate 
Modern in London, Centre Pompidou in Paris, Palazzo delle Esposizioni in Rome, Le 
Lieu Unique in Nantes, PS-1 in New York, MUDAM in Luxembourg, MAK in Vienna, 
Palazzo Grassi in Venice, Art Gallery of New South Wales in Australia, KW Institute 
for Contemporary Art in Berlin, STRP Biennale in Eindhoven, and on countless 
festivals including Unsound, CTM, MUTEK, Sonar, New Forms Festival. 
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Food, Drink, and Getting Around  

(csm.cit.ie/maps) 
 
 
CIT Cork School of Music (CSM) is located on Union Quay in the city centre. The city 
centre is relatively compact. 
 
By foot CSM is approximately 15 minutes from the train station, 10 minutes from St 
Patrick Street, and 5 minutes from the bus station. Maps and guides are available at 
csm.cit.ie/maps 
 
All events take place in CSM except for DJ ELLLL’s late night set on Friday November 
1st, which takes place in Cyprus Avenue on Caroline Street. Cyprus Avenue is a 10 
minute walk from CSM and 2 minutes from the centre of St Patrick Street. 
 
The nearest shop to CSM is Daybreak on Anglesea Street opposite City Hall. Exit 
CSM, turn right, walk for approximately 1 minute to the end of the quay, then turn 
right onto Anglesea Street. 
 
There are several cafés serving food within 5 minutes walk of CSM.   
These include Union Grind (1 minute), Three Little Piggies (1 minute), Café Velo, 
Crawford and Co., Filter. 
 
For a list of popular eateries visit https://www.cork-guide.ie 
 
Nearby restaurants and bars include Market Lane, Wabisabi, O’Flynns Sausages, 
Clayton Hotel, Maldron Hotel, Jacobs on the Mall, Soho (bar), Comix Bistro, Bocelli, 
Tequila Jacks, Dockland. 
 
The nearest pubs, El Fenix and Charlies, are a 1 minute walk.  Exit CSM and turn 
right. 
 
Taxis: The FreeNow app (aka myTaxi, Hailo) is available in Cork City. CIT’s regular taxi 
company is ABC (+353 21 4961961). 
 


